Drone News 2014

Drone News and Analysis

• Nov, 2014
  † Youtube: Hancock Recruiting, 11/26: Air National Guard Technical Maintenance

• Oct, 2014
  † The Guardian (UK), 10/21: UK to fly military drones over Syria
  † The Bureau of Investigative Journalism (UK), 10/16: Only 4% of drone victims in Pakistan named as al Qaeda members
  † Bureau of Investigative Journalism (UK), 10/16: Comment: If drone strikes continue in Afghanistan, the lack of transparency must not
  † Reprieve (UK), 10/15: Drone victims sue German government for facilitating strikes in Yemen
  † RSN, 10/14: America’s Drones Are Still Killing Scores of Innocents
  † The Guardian, 10/11: Suspected US drone strike kills two near Afghanistan-Pakistan border
  † CNN World, 10/11: Drone strikes kill 8 in Afghanistan, Pakistan, sources say
  † ABC News, 10/11: Suspected US Drone Strike Kills 2 in Afghanistan
  † Al Jazeera English, 10/09: US drone strike ‘kills fighters’ in Pakistan
  † Time, 10/07: Stop Pretending Drone Warfare Is Casualty-Free for America
  † The Guardian, 10/05: Suspected US drone strike kills five militants in north-west Pakistan

• September, 2014

• August, 2014
  † Al Jazeera, 08/24: Iran says it shot down Israeli drone
ABC, 8/13
Top intelligence analyst slams Pine Gap’s role in American drone strikes

**July, 2014**
- Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 7/24: Bureau study reveals vacuum of information around Afghanistan drone strikes
- The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 7/24: Who is dying in Afghanistan’s 1,000-plus drone strikes?
- Zero Hedge, 07/04: Ron Paul: Celebrate Independence Day By Opposing Government Tyranny
- New York Times, 07/02: Unarmed Drones Aid U.N. Peacekeeping Missions in Africa
- Syracuse Post Standard, 07/01: Multiple navigation system malfunctions caused drone crash in Lake Ontario, Air Force says

**May, 2014**
- The Independent (UK), 5/18: Washington spends £200m creating intelligence hub in Britain

**April, 2014**
- Syracuse Post Standard, 04/25: 174th Attack Wing to put out welcome mat for drone protesters
- Ma’an (Palestine), 04/25: Drone attacks kill dozens of suspected militants in Yemen
- Military.com, 04/24: Air Force Criticized for Mismanaging Drone Program
- Fox News, 04/24: Obama’s drone warfare: A legal way to kill?
- Democracy Now!, 04/24: In Landmark Ruling, U.S. Ordered to Release Memo Behind Targeted Killings of U.S. Citizens
- CounterPunch, 04/23: Blowback From Drone Strikes Over Yemen
- Russia Today, 04/22: US Military hopes AI autopilot can replace flight crews
- Drone Wars UK, 04/22: Project Crossbow: How a Norfolk RAF base plugs into the drone wars
• The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 04/22: Bloodiest US and Yemeni attacks in two years kill at least 40 people
• FAIR, 04/22: In Yemen, Drones Don’t Kill Innocents
• Russia Today, 04/22: US govt must provide details to justify drone killing of American – judge
• Strife (UK), 04/22: Drones series, Part V. The biopolitics of drone warfare
• Government Contractor’s Network, 04/22: FAA: North Dakota to Begin Civilian UAV Flight Test in Early May
• Computerworld 04/22: Search and rescue group sues FAA over drone use
• Kansas City Star, 04/21: U.S. Drone Strikes Come Despite Yemen’s Hopes to Limit Them
• Forbes, 04/21: Air Force Drone Plan Leaves Troops Without Vital Recon
• The Washington Post, 04/21: At Creech Air Force Base, drones land, protesters chant, and one man waves a flag
• The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 04/21: Civilians die in reported Yemen drone strike as weekend of attacks kills at least 35
• Tikun Olam, 04/20: Female IDF Drone Jockeys Kill Gazans Remotely
• Antiwar.com, 04/20: At Least 55 Killed in Two Days of US Drone Strikes in Yemen
• Dawn, 04/20: The walking wounded of Waziristan: Suffer the children
• Afrah Nasser, 04/20: Graphic. Drone Strikes Continue to Murder
• The New Zealand Herald, 04/20: Jack Tame: Remote death by drone, so 2014
• CNN, 04/19: Drone strike in Yemen kills suspected al Qaeda militants
Christian Science Monitor, 04/19: Yemen: US drone strike kills at least 9 suspected militants, 3 civilians
AlBawaba (UAE), 04/19: U.S. drone strike kills 20 in Yemen
The Guardian, 04/19: Why Facebook and Google are buying into drones
Russia Today, 04/18: US drone pilots are ‘stressed’ and ‘demoralized’ – official report
Air and Space, 04/18: Drone Pilots Find it Hard to Balance Warfighting With Personal Lives
Syracuse Post Standard, 04/18: Syracuse is already drawing strong interest for commercial drone testing
Strife, 04/15: War, peace and the spaces in between: Drones in international law
Flying Magazine, 04/16: UAV Pilot Charged with Felony
The Daily Beast, 04/16: The Killer Drone Goes Stealthy–Just in Time for a New Cold War
Wired, 04/16: Here’s What Drone Attacks in America Would Look Like
Slate, 04/16: Drone U: FAA Tells Search-and-Rescue Group to Stop Using Drones
Al Jazeera America, 04/16: U.S. drone strike kills New Zealander, Australian in Yemen
The Sacramento Bee, 04/16: Beale Protester Acquitted
Tech News World, 04/16: Drone Wars: Google Snatches Titan From Facebook’s Grasp
- Portland Tribune, 04/15: Clackamas drone maker flies high in fledgling industry
- The Western Front, 04/15: Western’s drone program not affected by state legislation
- The Times Picayune, 04/14: Drone bill sparks constitutional debate in Louisiana Senate committee
- New York Times, 04/14: Game of Drones
- The Nation (Pk), 04/14: Drone strikes in Pakistan carried out by US air force personnel
- The Guardian (UK), 04/14: CIA’s Pakistan drone strikes carried out by regular US air force personnel
- BBC, 04/14: Google buys solar-powered drone maker Titan Aerospace
- Forbes, 04/12: FAA Files Appeal Brief In Closely-Watched Drone Pilot Case
- BBJRE, 04/11: Drone wars: Local real estate agents take to the skies to showcase listings
- The News Tribune, 04/10: Drone bill needs Inslee’s promised overhaul
- Police One, 04/10: 5 drone technologies for police
- New American, 04/10: Federal Court: Drone Killing of U.S. Citizens Is Constitutional
- CNN World, 04/09: Not a ‘bug splat:’ Artists give drone victims a face in Pakistan
- CNN Money, 04/09: ‘Drone law’ becomes big business
- The Olympian, 04/09: Medals for drone pilots make sense in new age of warfare
- The Washington Post, 04/09: Pass the Drone Strike Transparency Act
- The Sacramento Bee, 04/11: Drone training flights proposed for Hawaii site
- Press TV (Ir), 04/07: US terror drone strike kills over dozen in Afghanistan
Press TV (Ir), 04/08: Afghan pullout won’t end US terror drone strikes: Officials
Courthouse News Service, 04/08: Terrorist’s Family Loses Suit Over Drone Strike
[ Unbiased press reports action of unbiased court. hmmmmMM ... ]
NBC News, 04/08: Drone Crashes Could Cause Headaches and Lawsuits
The Oregonian, 04/08: A drone by any other name
Investment Watch, 4/08/14: Drone Crashes Into Woman Running Triathlon, Sends Her to Hospital with Injuries
The Huffington Post, 04/07: Drone Art Project Hopes To Make Pilots Think Twice Before They Shoot
sUAS News, 4/07: Serious aviation accident investigation necessary given injuries sustained in Geraldton UAV accident
WSW.org, 4/07: Judge dismisses lawsuit challenging drone assassinations of US citizens
The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 4/05: New bill would force Barack Obama to publish US drone strike casualties
Deutsch Well (De), 04/05: Berlin powerless to challenge US drone operations at Ramstein air base [ German Activists Disagree! ]
the New York Times, 04/05: Delays in Effort to Refocus C.I.A. From Drone War
The Asian Review, 04/04: North Korean drones send shock waves across South
Pittsburgh Post Gazette, 04/04: Military drone crashes near Fort Indiantown Gap
Oman Tribune, 04/02: Yemen president defends US drone strikes on Al Qaeda
Washington Post, 04/02: A new proposal to
force transparency on drones

- Niagara Gazette, 04/02: Vigil targets use of drones as 107th starts new mission
- Truthdig, 04/01: Facebook Solar Drones Aim to Transmit Internet to Just About Everywhere

**March, 2014**

- Sacramento Bee, 03/31: Drone strikers say the government is unfairly denying them jury trials
- Syracuse Post Standard, 03/31: NY state budget includes $1 million to start NUAIR alliance’s national drone test site
- The International News (Pk), 3/31: Drone debate
  
  "the US was forced into a position where it essentially had to say that it does not care about international law"
- The Country Today, 3/31: FAA appeal puts drone use back in question
- Avionics Intelligence, 3/30: Air Force asks General Atomics to upgrade UAV ground-control stations for use with the Internet
- Daily News Miner, 3/30: New larger Army drone expected in Alaska next year
- The Nation (Pk), 3/30: Govt shy to share drone statistics
- BBC (UK), 3/29: United Arab Emirateseyes drone delivery market  
  [ Dumb and Dumber ]
- The Economist 3/29: Medals for drone pilots?
- Dawn (Pk), 3/29: Drone use must comply with law, says UN panel
- Reuters, 03/28: U.N. rights forum calls for use of armed drones to comply with law  
  [ Only U.S., France, Britain oppose ]
- ZDNet, 3/28: 3D printed drone ushers in era of disposable aircraft
- Dawn (Pk), 3/28: UN backs resolution presented by Pakistan on drones
The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 3/28: Noel Sharkey on the unreliability of killer robots
The Guardian, 3/28: Facebook buys UK maker of solar-powered drones to expand internet
Foreign Policy, 3/28: Afghan Drone War in Steep Decline
[ Some civilian victims acknowledged ]
Aydinlik Daily (Turkey), 3/27: A Turkish Drone Allegedly Shot by Syria
Star Telegram, 3/27: Mansfield woman says missing drone ‘freaked me out’
Defense Media Network, 3/27: Dual-Mode Brimstone UAV Launches a Success
Huffington Post, 3/27: Come Clean on Deadly Drone Activities
Minnesota Daily, 3/27: Drone policy up in the air
Chicago Tribune, 3/27: U.N. watchdog urges Obama to curb drone use, surveillance
The International News (Pk), 3/26: No drone attack in past 90 days, a good sign: Nawaz Sharif
Washington Post, 3/26: Army wants large drone training in Colorado canyon
AIN Online, 3/25: Purpose-built UAV Test Center Opens In Spain
Washington Times, 3/25: Drone-shy U.S. to give Yemen 10 modified planes for ‘targeted killingz’
Syracuse Post Standard, 3/25: Citing 700-year-old law, judge overturns order barring Hancock drone protester from air base
Chicago Tribune, 3/24: U.S. sending undersea drone in hunt for Malaysian jetliner
Fox News, 3/23: Carter criticizes drone use, domestic spying under Obama
The Garden City Telegram, 3/23: Drone legislation takes off in Kansas Senate
- Dawn, (Pk), 3/22: UN council not right forum for drone talks: US
- Lawrence Journal, 3/21: Drone legislation takes off in Kansas Senate
- Binghamton Homepage, 3/18: Lockheed Martin Pursues Drone Contracts
- APA (Azerbaijan), 3/18: US terror drone strikes kills five in western Afghanistan
- Global Gazette, 3/17: Seven arrested in anti-drone protest
- Avionics Intelligence, 3/16: U.S. military forces plan to spend more than $2.4 billion in fiscal 2015 on unmanned aerial vehicle production
- Al Jazeera, 3/16: Report casts light on US drone programme
- Politico, 3/16: Dianne Feinstein wants drones regulated
- Salt Lake Tribune, 3/16: US lags as commercial drones take off around globe
- Praag.org, 3/15: Second US drone intercepted over Crimea
- Yahoo News, 3/14: Russia says intercepted US drone over Crimea: arms group
- WDAZ-8-ABC, 3/14: Controversial drone bill goes into its final draft before moving on for a vote
- Herald Sun News (Au), 3/13: PM gives go-ahead to buy Triton drones
- Syracuse Post Standard, 3/12: How much are drone protesters’ trials costing taxpayers?
- Press of Atlantic City, 3/11: Drone fleets soon could fill national skies
- Xinhua, 3/11: US drone strike kills 2 suspected al-Qaïda leaders in Yemen: official
- Business Standard, 3/11: US drone kills two Al Qaeda leaders in Yemen
- Chicago Tribune, 3/10: Israel sees future drone threat from Lebanon, Gaza
- Fox News, 3/09: Drone Program at Fort Drum Means Jobs
- Reuters, 3/08: China tests anti-smog drone aircraft
- The National Law Review, 3/08: Are Drone Cargo Ships the Next Step in Supply Chain Automation?
- The Buffalo News, 3/08: New mission for 107th Air Wing is filled with controversy
- Mail Online, 3/07: The app controlled smart security drone with a STUN GUN built in to zap intruders
- Bloomberg BusinessWeek, 3/07: Commercial Drone Pilots Cheer Judge Finding Against FAA
- The Diamondback, 3/06: Legislators to consider drone surveillance for state [U of Maryland Student Newspaper]
- AppealDemocrat.com, 3/06: Five cited at Beale anti-drone protest
- Fox News, 3/06: Pentagon: North Korea develops unmanned strike aircraft from stolen US drone
- Syracuse Post Standard, 3/05: Judge questions DeWitt justice’s order that bars Hancock drone protester from air base
- Iowa Farmers Today, 3/05: Drone regs clear Iowa House
- Mint Press, 3/03: UN Report Identifies 30
Drone Strikes That Require ‘Public Explanation’

- North Country Public Radio, 3/03: Rome NY drone site gains funding
- Forbes, 3/03: Listen Up Drone Operators: FAA Has 7 Myths To Bust
- Reuters, 3/03: Yemen drone strikes, ambushes kill 10
- the Times of Israel, 3/02: Iran claims new drone can deliver 500-kg. payload
- Fars News (Ir), 3/01: US Drone Kills Five in Afghanistan’s Kunar
- Fars News (Ir), 3/01: Iran Displays Combat Drone Armed with Home-Made Missiles
- The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 3/01: Pakistan drone strike victim talks to the Bureau

**February**

- The Nation (Pk), 2/28: ‘Illegal’ drone hits condemned in landslide EU vote
- Huffington Post (UK), 02/27: ‘Illegal’ Drone Strikes Condemned In Landslide Vote By European Politicians
- The Daily Cardinal, 2/26: Drone strikes on foreign soil are difficult to justify
- The Voice of Russia (Ru), 2/26: Russia set to update drone fleet as part of aviation development project
- The Daily Cardinal, 02/26: Drone strikes on foreign soil are difficult to justify
- Fars News Agency (Ir), 02/26: AIHRC: US Drone Strikes Violating Human Rights Principles
- WHEC Rochester, 02/26: Researchers Developing “Cloud Seeding” Drone
- The Voice of Russia, 02/26: Russia set to update drone fleet as part of aviation development project
- NPR, 02/26: Robot Swarm: A Flock Of Drones
That Fly Autonomous

- The Salt Lake Tribune, 02/25: Senate panel advances restrictions on drone use
- Channel 4 News (London), 02/25: US drone war must be ‘brought into the light
- Associated Press, 02/25: Drone Used to Estimate Size of Coal Ash Spill
- Seattle Times, 02/24: Lawmakers may restrict drone aircraft for privacy’s sake
- Talk Nation Radio, 02/24: Jennifer Gibson: Drones Terrorize Populations, Victims Seek Justice at ICC
- The Electronic Intifada, 02/24: Constant drones over Gaza “is psychological warfare”
- South China Morning Post, 02/24: ‘Insect’ drone with flapping wings developed by Dutch scientists
- Daily Finance, 02/23: Lockheed Martin Corporation: Battle Drone Superstar?
- Kansas The Kansas City Star, 02/22: Hearing set on proposed Conn. drone law
- International Business Times, 02/21: Pakistan Drone Strikes: MEP Sajjad Karim Urges Victims to Speak Out
- Washington Business Journal, 02/21: Drone on: Lockheed Martin sees potential for military, commercial unmanned aircraft
- Wired, 02/21: New Jet-Powered Drone Can Kill 1,800 Miles From Home Base
  [ Sexy new Military Drones from General Atomics ]
- The Nation, 02/21: Just How Easy Is it for the President to Kill an American Citizen?
- #Truthout, 02/21: Complaint at World Court Alleges NATO Members Complicit in War Crimes
- The Bureau of Investigative Journalism UK shared ops room where drone targets were identified – Yemen president
- ABC News, 02/20: Report: US Drone May Have Killed Dozen Civilians
- WTAQ, 02/19: Drone aircraft bill passes Wisconsin Senate
- The Boston Globe, 02/18: Pentagon considers using electricity to stimulate troops’ brains
- The Guardian, 02/18: Diplomat’s drone article under fire from human rights campaigners
- Huffington Post, 02/18: Drone Killing the Fifth Amendment
- International Business Times, 02/17: Anti-Drone Activist Kareem Khan Released After Torture
- The Guardian, 02/17: Obama’s itchy trigger finger on drone strikes: what happened to due process?
- Russia Today, 02/17: US considering new drone bases in Central Asia
- The Olympian, 02/17: House passes drone, government surveillance bills
- International News Network, 02/16: Drone attacks unacceptable under any circumstances: PM

**January, 2014**
- Russia Today, 01/31: Video: Afghans stone US drone
- Forbes, 01/30: Drone Strikes and the Lessons of Nonlinear Science
- Variety, 01/30: LevelK Unleashes ‘Drone’ At Goteborg (EXCLUSIVE)
- Huffington Post, 01/30: Feds Keep Drone Info From Congress That They’ve Already Released Publicly
- The International News (Pk), 01/29: Drone strikes limited but al-Qaeda still a threat: Obama
- Chicago Tribune, 01/29: California weighs
outlawing warrantless drone surveillance

- Voice of America, 01/29: Sources: US Drone Strike Nearly Hits al-Shabab Leader
  [Guess they missed after all. See CBS below.]
- The International News (Pk), 01/29: A drone protester in front of White House
- Los Angeles Times, 01/28: Border-surveillance drone makes 'emergency' sea landing off San Diego
- The Bulletin (OR), 01/27: UAV nonprofit director hired
- PSFK, 01/27: Drone Shield identifies characteristic acoustic signatures of different kinds of drones
- CBS News, 01/27: Somalia al-Shabab militant reportedly killed in suspected U.S. drone strike near Barawe
- Saudi Gazette, 01/27: Drone deaths on the rise
- Fox 5 Sandiego, 01/27: Fed Ditches $20M Patrol Drone Off Coast
- The Dallas News, 01/26: U.S. exit from Afghanistan is seen as peril to drone missions
- Daily News (Pk), 01/25: Drone strike kills 3 Qaeda suspects in Yemen
- Press TV, 01/24: Pakistanis continue to block NATO supply route
- CNN Tech, 01/24: Hobbyists pilot small drones for dogfights, photography
- Fars News Agency, 01/24: US Drone Strike Kills Four in Central Yemen
- Syracuse Post Standard, 01/24: Defense rests at drone protesters trial in DeWitt
- WAER Syracuse, 01/23: Drone Protester’s Trial Continues
- The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 01/23: More than 2,400 dead as Obama’s drone campaign marks five years
- CN News (China), 01/23: U.S. drone strike
kills four in central Yemen

- The Sidney Morning Herald, 01/22: Drone wars: US army looks to replace soldiers with robots
- The Guardian, 01/20: Pakistan drone strike relative loses GCHQ court case
- The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 01/20: First UK legal challenge to CIA drones blocked by Court of Appeal
- Latin American Herald Tribune (Ve), 01/20: Drone Goes Down off Ecuador’s Coast
- The Daily Times (Pk), 01/19: Humanitarian aspect of drone attacks
- The International News (Pk), 1/19: 5 Pakistani militants killed in drone strike
- Pocono Record, 01/19: Drone testing a complex task [ Not the Jetson’s world yet. ]
- Russia Today, 01/19: Fire devours historic Norwegian village, 90 people hospitalized [ Press drones in the way. ]
- MLive Michigan, 01/19: ‘Drones’ exhibit at Ann Arbor Art Center explores ‘quintessential object of the 21st century’
- KTAR Arizona, 01/18: Private drone test site launches in southern Arizona
- Product Design and Development, 01/17: UAV Looks for Climate Change [ NASA’s Global Hawk? ]
- The Tenth Amendment Center, 01/17: Missouri Legislation takes on Warrantless Drone Spying
- The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 01/17: First civilian death in a drone strike this year reported in Yemen
- Tahoe Daily Tribune, 01/17: Researchers hope to bring cloud-seeding drone to Lake Tahoe
- The Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 01/16: Drone strikes are illegal according to a prominent Pakistani lawyer
Afrique en Ligne, 01/16: Drone crash: Opposition demands independent investigations into drone crash

International Business Times, 01/16: Secret Information On British-American Drone Strikes Are Being Withheld By UK Courts

Washington Post, 01/16: McCain responds angrily to report on drones

Dissenter at Firedoglake, 01/16: CIA Enlists Lawmakers to Maintain Edge in Turf War, Keep Authority to Launch Drone Strikes

Washington Post, 01/15: Lawmakers seek to stymie plan to shift control of drone campaign from CIA to Pentagon

CNBC, 01/15: Windows for drones? One start-up is dreaming big
[ Shudder at the thought. Linux for drones, maybe. ]

Bloomberg Businessweek, 01/15: Lagging Drone Safety Called No Reason to Slow U.S. Approvals

Russia Today, 01/15: US police employing border-patrol drones – and the videos are ‘top secret’

Washington Post, 01/15: UN drone crashes at eastern Congo airport

Washington Post, 01/14: United States Bloody Messes in Yemen
[ by Hooria Mashour, Yemeni Human Rights Minister ]

Russia Today, 01/13: Revealed: US drone attack in Pakistan killed German ‘security contact’

Tomkins Weekly, 01/13: : Drone Protesters go on Trial

Pakistan Observer, 01/12: The drone debate
[ “Americans have failed to diagnose ailment [ ] applying wrong antidote which is spreading the disease” ]
- Press TV, 01/12: US drone crashes in western Afghanistan
- 01/12: Stars & Stripes Navy’s big Triton drone completes ninth test flight
- Ahwatukee Foothills News, 01/11: Taunt: City bus service should look into drone system
- The International Business Times, 01/11: The Rise Of China's Drone Fleet And Why It May Lead To Increased Tension In Asia
- International Business Times, 01/10: 12 Companies That Will Conquer The Drone Market In 2014 and 2015
  [ General Atomics, maker of MQ1 Predator & MQ9 Reaper: 197 bn in business with UAE this year. ]
- The Atlantic, 01/09: The Wedding That a U.S. Drone Strike Turned Into a Funeral
- International Business Times, 01/08: Here’s What The Future Of Insect And Nano Drones Looks Like [VIDEO]
- Associated Press of Pakistan, 01/08: Pakistan protests drone attacks at all levels: Sartaj
- Russia Today, 01/07: Pentagon unable to provide records on drone crashes
- Syracuse Post Standard, 01/07: Drone protesters trial to continue Jan. 23-24
- Wired, 01/07: Navy’s 757-Sized Drone Will Provide Big-Time Surveillance
- Press TV, 01/05: US terror drone strike kills nine in eastern Afghanistan
- Syracuse Post Standard, 01/15: Drone research and NUAIR: 11 things we learned about the new Upstate team
- Sunshine State News, 01/05: Space Florida to continue pursuing opportunities in growing drone industry
- Russia Today, 01/05: US military report predicts drone swarms, highly autonomous UAVs
- The Monitor, 01/04: Drone leads to stash house bust in Starr County
- The New American, 01/04: Domestic Drone Launch Date Approaches; Drones to Be Autonomous
- Washington Post, 01/04: Imran Khan, a Pakistani provincial leader, complicates NATO plans for Afghanistan
- Syracuse University News, 01/03: SU Takes Part in Regional Efforts to Propel Drone Research
- The Voice of Russia, 01/03: CIA-waged drone war ‘spreads anarchy’ around the world
- WRVO Public Media (Syracuse), 01/03: Drone site means ‘a new era’ in aviation here in New York
- Corvalis Gazette Times, 01/03: Pendleton drone range covers several hundred miles
- The International News (Pk), 01/03: Drone Strikes and Criminal Liability
- The Argus Observer, 01/03: Drone test sites spell opportunity for companies
- Syracuse Post Standard, 01/03: Central New York’s NUAIR national drone test site lands first customer
- Salon.com, 01/02: Our Orwellian reality: Drone wars, surveillance, a lapdog media – and you
- The International News (Pk), 01/02: Only 27 Drone Attacks in 2013
- Press TV (Ir), 01/02: US drone strikes violate international law: Activist
- WRVO Public Media (Syracuse), 01/01: Anti-drone activist worries about drone test site in N.Y.